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Overview

DAD, Disciplined Agile Delivery
– for agile adoption in real world, various development environment

IBM Agile Services
– for customized agile adoption

IBM’s internal case study
– Globally distributed development

– Transition from traditional development to agile adoption

IBM’s Insights on Agile adoption

The presentation is to introduce IBM’s Practical Agile Approach
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Agile Scaling Model (ASM)

Core Agile Development
Focus is on construction
Goal is to develop a high-quality system in an evolutionary, 
collaborative, and self-organizing manner
Value-driven lifecycle with regular production of working 
software
Small, co-located team developing straightforward software

Disciplined Agile Delivery
Extends agile development to address full system lifecycle
Risk and value-driven lifecycle
Self organization within an appropriate governance framework
Small, co-located team delivering a straightforward solution

Agility at Scale
Disciplined agile delivery and one or more scaling factors 
applies
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What is disciplined agile?

Disciplined agile delivery is an evolutionary (iterative 
and incremental) approach that regularly produces 
high quality solutions in a cost-effective and timely 
manner via a risk and value driven lifecycle. 

It is performed in a highly collaborative, disciplined, 
and self-organizing manner within an appropriate 
governance framework, with active stakeholder 
participation to ensure that the team understands 
and addresses the changing needs of its 
stakeholders.

Disciplined agile delivery teams provide repeatable 
results by adopting just the right amount of ceremony 
for the situation which they face. 
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The disciplined agile lifecycle: An extension of Scrum
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Inception

Initiation activity to ensure that the project gets off to a good start 

Initiation activities include:
– Initial requirements envisioning

– Initial architecture envisioning

– Initial planning

– Putting the team together

– Setting up your work environment

– Gaining stakeholder consensus regarding the scope and plan
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Construction

Many short iterations(1) producing a potentially shippable solution each iteration

Agile teams work collaboratively

Agile teams are self organizing; they plan and estimate the work that they do

Systems are developed incrementally, with each iteration adding new or improved functionality

Iterations have rhythms:
– Iteration planning

– Development

– Stabilization

Practices
– Iteration Planning

– Architecture envisioning (high-level design)

– Test-driven development (TDD)

– Refactoring

– …

Iteration
planning

Development Stabilize

Organize the work to be 
done during this iteration

Do the work Ensure that your system is 
“potentially shippable”
Demonstrate the system
Hold a reflection session

(1) An iteration is a time-boxed milestone that is used to measure a project’s progress 
based on working software increments
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How is “Agile transition” different from “traditional transition” ?
– In many ways agile transition is similar to traditional approaches to transition

• Beta/pilot the solution, End-of-lifecycle testing, Finalize documentation, Stabilize the code 

– However, agile approaches:

• Require less end-of-lifecycle testing, less effort to stabilize the code, light-weight documentation

• Require less time to transition due to the greater focus on quality throughout the life cycle

Agile approaches require less end-of-lifecycle testing than traditional approaches, due to their 
greater focus on testing, but still require these activities

Transition

Release
rhythm

Iteration
rhythm

Inception Construction Transition

Iteration
Planning Development Stabilize

Daily
Stand Up
Meeting

Daily work StabilizeDaily
rhythm

Agile
Rhythms
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IBM Agile Services

Our Measured Capability Improvement Framework 
(MCIF) service offering helps organizations to 
successfully improve their IT practices in a 
sustained manner

Agile mentoring and coaching:
– We understand the enterprise-level issues that you face

– We scale from pilot project consulting to full-scale agile 
adoption

Agile training:
– Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD) workshops

– Agile and Rational Team Concert (RTC)

– Customized training

Our Accelerated Solutions Delivery (ASD) practice 
has years of experience delivering agile projects at 
scale
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MCIF is IBM Rational’s assessment and improvement framework that applies Rational capabilities, best 
practices and services to improve software and systems delivery in iterative, continuous and 
measurable manners.

Assess
(Evaluation)

Assess
(Evaluation)

Act
(Action)

Act
(Action)

Steer
(Monitoring)

Steer
(Monitoring)

Identify business goals and set 
priorities
Health Assessment
Improvement Roadmap

Rapidly deploy tools and 
execute best practices

Monitor progress, 
decide on corrective actions 
and measure business value

(1) MCIF: Measurable Capability Improvement Framework

MCIF(1)
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Phase 1. Analysis Phase 2. Design Phase 3. Implementation Phase 4. Feedback

Program Support and Sponsorship

Multi-level
Analysis 

Training Delivery Pilots / Deployment (in Live)

Establish Center of Excellence

1

2 3 4

5

• Get and sustain top management commitment
• Communication and reporting

• Refine the IBM training package
• Deliver the training and workshops

• Simulate the agile practices in ‘Live’
• Mentoring and coaching by IBM experts

• Build the agile foundation for roll-out
• Learn from the pilots and update training packages

• AS-IS Capabilities
• Set directions
• Train planning

Mentoring & Coaching applies from pilot project to full-scale agile adoption with agile principles, 
practices, customer understanding, practical learning and continuous feedback

Mentoring & Coaching > Overview
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Mentoring & Coaching > Multi-level Analysis
Quickly identify barriers to agility, and end to end areas for improvement, that are then 
used as inputs to project level or organization level optimization plans *
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Agile Training

Applied MethodsApplied Methods

Components
Provide participants with first-hand experiences applicable to the 
real world business through case studies and hands-on exercises

The Program Design Principles

1 Action-oriented

Focus on building capabilities of each individuals to apply 
concepts and frameworks learned to the their day-to-day jobs 
by providing insights and thinking process

2 Focused on Capability Building

Provide opportunities to exercise the concepts and methods in 
the real world projects with outstanding and experience IBM agile 
experts in order to learn ‘live’ expertise

3 Enabling Out-of-the Box Thinking

Broaden perspectives of customer through discussions with 
world renowned thought leaders in various subject areas; thus, 
enabling them to rethink software delivery in the context of the
development strategy and customer impact

4 Broadening Perspectives

Lectures
Case Studies
Exercises

Can go and exercise agile 
theory in real-world 
examples in person
Can share ideas and 
opinions with participating 
IBM experts and coaches, 
and evangelist

Designed on the practical, innovative principles adapting various methods

Pilot

Sample
Course

Offerings

Agile Practices Workshop
Disciplined Agile Delivery
Leading Agile Teams
Agile overview 
Agile Automation 
Environment
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Agile adoption in IBM Software Group (SWG)

1Q07
• Initiated WW training and 

established a network of 
instructors

2006 & earlier

1Q08
• Enhanced curriculum significantly
• Established IBM-wide Communities
• Kicked off Agile/Lean Center of Competence

4Q08
• Middle managers and executive training to 
facilitate cultural modifications 
• Through CoC engagements, coaches 
network emerging 

Experience reports
Center of

Competence
PM and Mgr

training
Deep Dives

Communities

Motivated project
teams become
early adopters 

Collaborative
Leadership

Coaches Network

Poppendieck
Partnership
on formal 

Agile training 

80% of SWG teams 
exploiting agile 
practices

… from grass roots to
wide spread adoption
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Project Status

B
ackground

Feel Pain in communication

Slow learning progress

Unpredictable progress

Low productivity

Low morale

Pain Points Problem Analysis

Project brief introduction 

– Core (CC Core and  CQ Core)

– Client (CCRC, CC Native, CQ Web, CQ Native)

– CM Server (Support CC and CQ)

Team

– Transferred from a testing team : CDL

– Traditional project management

– Globally distributed  in China and US

Dealing with the distributed teams
– 12 Hours Time Different

• Hard to find a person to ask question
• Hard to find a time for discussion 

Ineffective Trainings and Meetings
– One way communication
– No face to face talk
– Training method is ineffective

Unbalancing Technical Experience
– Fresh Members V.S. Experience Members
– Junior V.S. Senior

Low Morale
– Not self-management
– Lack of initiative
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The methodologies choose from…

Daily Build

Pair Programming

Changing people arrangement

Plan/Retro/Demo Meeting

Continuous Integration
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1st Step @ Agile (1)

Distributed Team

Challenges

How to did

Daily Scrum

Make it Short

High frequency

Focus on blocking issues

Fully use of Conference Tools
– Lotus Web Conference

– Net Meeting

Leverage communication tools

Choose proper task for pairing

Be very patient and industrious

Ineffective Trainings and Meetings

Unbalance Technical Experience

Pair Programming
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1st Step @ Agile (2)

Unbalance Technical Experience

Challenges

How to did

Changing people arrangement

Form layer based team
– Break down CDL team

– Mix US members and CDL members

– Form Scrum Team based on Layer

• Core

• CM Server

• Client

Collect every member’s complains and 
suggestions

Example

Making the communication effective

Top challenge: Low Morale 

Plan/Retro/Demo Meeting
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1st Step @ Agile (3)

Getting to done within a sprint

Challenges

How to did

Continuous Integration

Build Master Process

Leverage Tools
– Build forge

Nightly Build
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Are we Agile after first step? 
(Do retrospect for our first step)

Our Agile Definition: Uses continuous stakeholder feedback to deliver high-quality, 
consumable code through use cases and a series of short, stable, time-boxed iterations.

Stakeholder feedback

High-quality, Consumable code

Use cases (stories) 

Time-boxed iteration
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2nd Step @ Agile (1)

Ineffective communication while bug 
fixing

Getting to done within a sprint

Dealing with the distributed teams

Challenges

How to did

Changed People organization again

Characteristic Scrum Team
– Layer based for new features 

development

– Component scrum team for bug fixing

Tasks: Assigned by Lead
Self select

Priority: Assigned by Lead
Planning Poker (velocity)

Low Morale 

More self Management

Make some part more fun
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2nd Step @ Agile (2)

Challenges

How to did

Daily scrum
Twice a week scrum
+ daily scrum report

Reflection become not mandatory 

Low Morale

Make part of rules easy to follow

Customize handy tool RBB
– RTC

– CC Bridge
CQ Bridge

Productivity

Customized Several Tools
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IBM Agile Services

Agile principles and practices needs scaling for full lifecycle and 
enterprise development environments
DAD, Disciplined Agile Delivery and Agile@Scale for agile adoption in 
real world

Agile adoption
in real world

Key success 
factors at

Agile@IBM

MCIF (Measured Capability Improvement Framework) with Practices
Customized Agile Mentoring & Coaching, Agile Training
Accelerated Solutions Delivery (ASD) with years of experience delivering 
agile projects at scale

Process, People and Tool
Iterative, continuous and measurable efforts
Consistent awareness and involvement from top managers to 
practitioners

Summary
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